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Summary  

 

For nearly two years, Toyota’s national sales event advertising experienced significant declines on all 

KPIs. To evolve the advertising, the team developed a large scale, multi-phase research program 

including focus groups, biometrics testing, and on-going quantitative diagnostics tracking. The insights 

helped the team develop a consistent creative strategy combining the most effective, motivating 

messaging with compelling storylines using a receptionist character (“Jan”) as a trustworthy centerpiece 

and consumer ally. The on-going program has informed a “playbook” for developing the most effective 

sales event advertising. The resulting “Jan at the Front Desk” campaign (2012 to current, 65+ ads) has 

shown significant turnaround on every KPI including dealer visit intent, urgency, appeal, brand linkage, 

brand fit, and Jan recognition. Moreover, the campaign consistently outperforms competitors on these 

same key metrics.  
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Marketing Challenge 
 

IN 2012, THE ADVERTISING LANDSCAPE for automotive sales events was crowded, chaotic, and 

loud.  

 

At least three to four times a year, automotive manufacturers run “hurry in, best deals of year!” sales 

marketing/advertising that typically feature lots of dancers, balloons, footage of vehicles driving on twisty 

roads, and of course, an obnoxious voiceover urging potential buyers to, “Come in now! Inventory 

limited!” Indeed, sales events are high stakes for auto manufacturers (they count on these events for 

significant sales revenue), a fact reflected in the pitch and tenor of much of the advertising – and it 

wasn’t working, particularly for Toyota.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For nearly two years, Toyota’s national sales event television advertising (e.g., “Toyotathon”) 

experienced significant declines on key performance metrics including appeal, sponsor identification, 

key message takeaway and most importantly, intent to visit a dealer for a new vehicle. A large part of 

the problem was “nervousness” to move away from the overall familiar, but tired, sales event formula so 

common in the advertising landscape. Plus, there was no real overall creative strategy guiding sales 

event advertising. In essence, with each new campaign, there was a “reinventing of the wheel” which 

made any success fleeting and unpredictable. In fact, the only predictable aspect of the advertising was 

the consistent “below competitive norm” on KPIs as measured by Nielsen.  

 

The decision was made to dramatically evolve Toyota event sales event advertising based on outside-

the-category best practices, foundational consumer insights, and on-going consumer feedback. The 

large scale, multi-phase research program included focus groups, biometrics testing and on-going 

quantitative diagnostics and KPI tracking.  

 

  

In 2012, automotive sales event advertisements were loud, chaotic, and formulaic…and no longer 
effective, especially for Toyota  
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Methodology  
 

A multi-phased research program was put into place to (1) develop the overall creative strategy; (2) 

evaluate success; and (3) inform/enhance the strategy for on-going success. The research is a holistic 

program designed to inform a “playbook” for effective sales event advertising: 

1. Focus groups with near-term vehicle intenders to establish strategy. Multiple rounds of 

groups with consumers to explore feelings about the dealership experience, gauge reaction to the 

“Jan” concept; identify guardrails around the concept and Jan’s role/personality; and obtain 

feedback to inform casting decisions. The groups were facilitated by the Hypothesis Big Ideas 

Team which employed a proprietary “Benefits Laddering” technique that leverages learnings using 

out-of-category proxies (e.g., insurance, mobile phone) and other personification exercises to 

inform Jan’s new role in the dealership, as well as her character development in subsequent 

storylines.   

2. Biometric testing to identify the best “Jan” actress and confirm emotional engagement. 

Innovative biometric testing was employed by SSLA to measure subconscious emotional 

engagement. N=120 Participants wore the Innerscope Biometric Monitoring System™ which has 

advanced sensors that measure moment-to-moment changes in biologic indicators of emotion 

including: Skin Conductance, heart rate, breathing, and motion. The actress ultimately chosen to 

play Jan generated the highest degree of emotional connection and performance on performance 

metrics including breakthrough and motivation among those tested.  

3. Quantitative “Technicals” research to identify the most motivating messaging. Critical to the 

“Jan” formula is proper messaging. To identify the messages (i.e., technicals) that are most likely 

to motivate dealer visitation and create a sense of urgency, a large-scale quantitative study was 

conducted using a technique developed by Hypothesis combining a dual stage “Max Diff” 

approach with a Derived Importance analysis. N=2,000 near term intenders evaluated nearly 70 

marketing messages across 10+ dimensions (e.g., safety, quality, innovation, technology, 

price/value, etc.). Analysis revealed the most effective/motivating messages specifically for Toyota 

(by model) to be used in sales event advertising featuring Jan.  

4. Custom diagnostic and KPI tracking to confirm success and inform new creative 

executions. “Off the shelf” tracking products from big-name suppliers gave little competitive 

context and limited diagnostics. The Hypothesis team developed a proprietary quantitative solution 

that is both backward and forward looking with a robust competitive normative database. The 

study of N=1,000 fields four (4) times a year in conjunction with Toyota national sales event 

campaigns and measures performance on all key metrics (memorability, branding, fit, appeal, 

dealer visit intent, urgency, key message). The survey also provides robust diagnostics (based on 

forced exposure) to help explain the “why” behind the numbers and identify areas for improvement 

for new executions including attribute ratings for Jan appeal/personality, message takeaway, 

brand fit, advertising tone, and behavioral intent/outcomes. Advanced analytics and meta-analysis 

on more than 65 Toyota ads (since 2013) give additional context and strategic direction.  

5. “Jan 2.0” qualitative to evolve Jan and test new concepts. While Jan showed almost 

immediate success on key KPIs in 2013, the team understood that standing still was the same as 

moving backwards. So, multiple rounds of focus groups were conducted with consumers to 

explore how far we could “stretch” Jan’s role at the dealership, and to evaluate new Jan sales 

event concepts. The qualitative was also a forum to explore life after Jan, and to begin discussing 

new concepts for sales event advertising using the guiding principles and the “playbook” 

developed over the past 2 years.  

Breathing Motion 
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What was the creative execution?  
 

The research program revealed key insights including, (1) consumers feel vulnerable and anxious at the 

dealership and are put off by traditional “urgency” language; (2) they inherently distrust any salesperson 

character; (3) they are in desperate need of an “ally”– an “insider” on the consumer’s side; (4) a 

receptionist is the perfect ally – she’s inherently friendly, helpful, and credible because she’s not a 

salesperson; (5) vehicle and sales information communicated by a receptionist is viewed as more 

trustworthy and motivating, especially when integrated into a storyline. 

 

The research insights helped the team develop a consistent creative strategy that combined the most 

effective, motivating messaging with compelling storylines using the “Jan” receptionist character as a 

trustworthy and engaging centerpiece. Importantly, the research program has informed a “playbook” or 

set of guiding principles for developing the most effective sales event advertising, and creating an 

instantly recognizable brand icon along the lines of the GEICO gecko, Progressive’s Flo, etc. 

 

 
 
 
 
The resulting “Jan at the Front Desk” campaign has produced over 65 national TV spots, and has also 

been adopted for digital campaigns. Below are several examples of high performing Jan ads (the actual 

:30 spots have been uploaded using the online application form – links were provided).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

A primary output of the research program is a “Playbook” to guide and inform new 
creative (printed poster size). This playbook is a constantly updated document, and 
combines insights from all the consumer research (Note: proprietary info blurred).  

 

“AWESOME” (12/14) 
https://vimeo.com/116898153 
 
A couple is shopping for a truck and Jan 
tells the man he can do awesome things 
with it. He then imagines sitting in the truck 
and towing a big rock. Showcases a 
technical (towing capacity) and shows the 
car in action. 

 “SUPERPOWERS” (8/14) 
https://vimeo.com/116903224 

 
Jan greets a family who is looking for 
a Prius. Jan tells their young son, 
who is dressed as a superhero, that 
Prius has “superpowers.” Integrates 
MPG claim (EPA estimated 50 MPG) 
and urgency language (disappear 
fast) in dialogue. 

 “TEST DRIVE” (12/14) 
https://vimeo.com/116898393 
 
A couple is looking at the new Camry 
and asks Jan if she’s driven it before. 
Jan flashes back to when she took it 
out for test drive. Shows car in action 
and takes a humorous approach to 
convey product technicals (fun to drive; 
bold). 

https://vimeo.com/116898153
https://vimeo.com/116903224
https://vimeo.com/116898393
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How did it impact your business?  
 

The “Jan at the Front Desk” campaign (2012 to current, 65+ national ads) has shown tremendous 
turnaround on every key performance metric: 

 
 +58% increase in intent to visit a dealership  

 +100% increase in urgency (visit a dealer within 4 weeks)  

 +44% increase in  ad appeal  

 +55% increase in correct sponsorship identification  

 +35% increase in brand fit  

 +100% increase in Jan recognition (in just the past one year)  

 +21% increase in Jan’s appeal since launch  

 The increase in KPIs, especially dealer visit intent correlates with Toyota sales  

 All KPIs show upward trend in the last one year (i.e., no leveling off yet)  

 Jan character appeal has surpassed several familiar out-of-category characters, and now is on 

par with Flo from Progressive in positive appeal (with much less “bottom box” appeal than Flo)   

 The campaign outperforms competitive ads on all KPIs 

 The campaign has surpassed most agency goals for KPIs 

 The Jan character equites extend beyond TV sales event adverting to other channels including 

digital, and social media.  
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